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Carol Carol ItzkowitzItzkowitz Neiman’s latest work reflects a theme that has become clearer oNeiman’s latest work reflects a theme that has become clearer over the last few ver the last few 

years. History repeats itself is a statement that is heard oftenyears. History repeats itself is a statement that is heard often. However during the 20th century . However during the 20th century 
alone there were 2 World Wars, wars for domination, wars for thealone there were 2 World Wars, wars for domination, wars for the purpose of one country purpose of one country 
thinking they know how others should live, many civil wars, famithinking they know how others should live, many civil wars, famine, poverty, natural disaster and ne, poverty, natural disaster and 
so on. The list is endless. It is now the 21st century and it coso on. The list is endless. It is now the 21st century and it continues.ntinues.

Economies rise and fall, groups continue to feel tEconomies rise and fall, groups continue to feel they are superior and have the right to hey are superior and have the right to 
dispose of others as if they were nothing.dispose of others as if they were nothing.

The theme is not about the each atrocity or who didThe theme is not about the each atrocity or who did what to whom, but what is left in this what to whom, but what is left in this 
wake. The paintings in this exhibition are just the beginning ofwake. The paintings in this exhibition are just the beginning of an ongoing body of work. It is a an ongoing body of work. It is a 
never ending theme. Although people are portrayed in a number ofnever ending theme. Although people are portrayed in a number of paintings, it is only the faces paintings, it is only the faces 
of the children that are complete.of the children that are complete.

It is an adult world, where each generation is resIt is an adult world, where each generation is responsible for the children, yet each generation ponsible for the children, yet each generation 
for whatever reason thinks it knows best, so the cycle continuesfor whatever reason thinks it knows best, so the cycle continues..

When she began this project, a list was made of couWhen she began this project, a list was made of countries where there is some of the most ntries where there is some of the most 
spectacular scenery, (Austria, Chile) but where some of the mostspectacular scenery, (Austria, Chile) but where some of the most horrible crimes against the horrible crimes against the 
people and the land have occurred and continue. people and the land have occurred and continue. 

No country, no peoples are exempt from this includiNo country, no peoples are exempt from this including the USA. It was the aftermath of this ng the USA. It was the aftermath of this 
natural catastrophe of Katrina that set this project into full mnatural catastrophe of Katrina that set this project into full motion. otion. 

“You’ve got to be taught to hate and fear, its’ got “You’ve got to be taught to hate and fear, its’ got to be drummed in your dear little ear, you to be drummed in your dear little ear, you 
got to be carefully taught.”  (got to be carefully taught.”  (South PacificSouth Pacific, musical by Rogers & Hammerstein, 1949), musical by Rogers & Hammerstein, 1949)
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The Vanishing  - Solo Exhibition by Carol Itzkowitz Neiman – List of Paintigs

All Things Done by One Oil on Canvas Turkey 16 x 20
Alone Oil on Canvas Kenya 10 x 8
And the Music Plays Oil on Canvas USA 48 x 60
Angor Wat Sunrise Oil on Canvas Cambodia 48 x 60
Carnavale Oil on Canvas Brazil 60 x 48
Chinese Opera Oil on Canvas China 60 x 48
Cold Serenity Oil on Canvas Austria 60 x 48
Fog Filing the Valley Watercolor on W/C Canvas Japan 16 x 20
Ha Long Bay Watercolor on W/C Canvas Viet Nam 16 x 20
Hashikui-Iwa Rock at Sunset Watercolor on W/C Canvas Japan 11 x 14
Icy Water Reflecting Cerro Torre Watercolor on W/C Canvas Argentina 11 x 14
Killing Fields Oil on Canvas Cambodia 16 x 20
Mountains in the Mist Watercolor on W/C Canvas Japan 11 x 14
Orphaned Child Oil on Canvas Romania 10 x 8
Parque Nacional Torres de Paine Oil on Canvas Chile 48 x 60
Selling Wares on the Dal Lake Oil on Canvas Kashmir 22 x 28
Siberian Tundra Sunset Watercolor on W/C Canvas Russia 16 x 20
The Missing of Argentina Oil on Canvas Argentina 16 x 20
Trekking the Himalaya Mountains Watercolor on W/C Canvas Nepal 24 x 20

Prices on Request



To my family and friends;
To all that see art as a bridge;

To all who see that we still have not gotten it right;
Thank you


